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NEW High Definition ThemeSceneTM H78 Home 

Cinema Projector 
 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                                                                       PR00043 

Watford, UK March 29, 2005 — Today Optoma proudly announced the 
launch of a world class projector for the home – the ThemeSceneTM H78 
Home Cinema Projector. The new High Definition ready H78 delivers 
substantial image quality enhancement over its predecessor, the award-
winning H77. Newly developed technology by both ThemeScene™ and 
Texas Instruments™ enables the H78 to offer stunning picture quality: 
 

• PAL colour accuracy has been enhanced on a wide range of signal 

types 

• PAL and 50Hz High Definition (European High Definition) image quality 

has been further optimised 

• PAL grey scale linearity has been improved, especially in the important 

low light, dark areas of images 

• Faster Pixel response time have yielded improvement in both 

brightness and contrast ratios 

 

These improvements combine to produce an image of unrivalled colour 

balance, accuracy and motion fluidity resulting in exceptionally natural and 

cohesive images. 

 

With an amazing contrast ratio of 3800:1, the near silent H78 (23dB) makes 

standard definition television look like DVD; DVD appears to be high-definition 

content and high definition is given a whole new dimension in image quality. 

 

The H78 features the astounding HD2+ DLP™ chip from Texas Instruments; 

that achieves both high brightness and deep black levels by “filling in” the area 

where the digital micro-mirror connects to its hinge – the so-called “dimple.”  
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HD2+ and its attendant colour wheel improvements also enable a wider and 

smoother colour palette with virtually no dithering in the lower end of the grey 

scale. 

 

The ThemeSceneTM H78 proprietary coated DVE (Dark Video Enhancement) 

eight-segment colour wheel produces movie scenes that heighten the drama 

of a film’s cinematography by increasing the amount of detail available in the 

darker parts of the picture.  The H78 allows viewers to see content the way 

directors intended them to be seen – with vivid colours, true blacks and an 

extraordinary depth of field, turning a blank screen into a work of art. 

 

The H78 includes a 100%-offset vertical lens shift that enables easy 

installation without compromising image quality. The unique Shield design 

casing achieves an amazing almost silent performance of just 23dB. 

 

In the last two years ThemeScene™ Home Cinema projectors have received 

over 40 awards in video quality in 11 European countries.   

 

ThemeScene™ offers existing H77 customers the option to upgrade to H78 

specifications. Available from the beginning of May, for a nominal fee of £79 

inc. VAT (UK ONLY) Optoma will arrange collection, upgrade to H78 

specifications, re-calibration and return shipping. Customers wanting this 

upgrade should contact ThemeScene™ Customer Service on 01923 691830 

or email: service@themescene.tv   

 

Features include: 

 Unmatched 3800:1 contrast ratio for a film-like Cinema effect and greater 
depth of field. 

 Super bright 1000 Lumens 
 High definition (720p native) HD2+ DLP™ technology from Texas 
Instruments™. 

 Proprietary 5 x, 8 segment DVE color wheel technology with additional 
dark segments for virtually no dithering. 

 Revolutionary Shield Design casing for reduced light leakage and 
whisper quiet, 23dB performance. 
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 Power Zoom and Power Focus from the remote for super fine-tuning 
close to the screen. 

 100%-offset vertical lens shift for easy setup without image quality 
compromises. 

 HDMI Compatible DVI-HDCP connector ensuring connectivity with future 
digital devices. 

 3 year HOT SWAP on-site warranty 
 

The ThemeScene™ H78 is available priced at just £3495.00 inc.  VAT 
 

A full list of specifications is available upon request or visit  

www.themescene.tv 

 

About Optoma Europe: 
Headquarters in Watford UK, Optoma Europe has offices in Düsseldorf 

Germany, Paris France and Drammen Norway, and is a leading specialist 

provider of display products for the business and consumer markets. Optoma 

is part of the Coretronic Group, the largest DLP™ projector manufacturer 

worldwide. 

 

Optoma combines the very latest in Digital Processing Technology (DLP™) 

with their own expertise to create projectors that deliver outstanding 

presentations in the office, or simply stunning quality movies at home. 

 

Further information can be seen at www.optomaeurope.com 

 

For further information please contact: 
Bob Johnson   b.johnson@optoma.co.uk  

Fi Michael    f.michael@optoma.co.uk   

Or email              marketing@optoma.co.uk 

Or call   +44 (0)1923 691800 

 
Any brand or product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective 

companies 
 
 

To unsubscribe from this emailing list please click marketing@optoma.co.uk 
and write unsubscribe.  


